1. What is the “take-home message” of the Cafarella colloquium presentation? (Answer with a precisely and concisely written sentence or two.)

2. What is the key point of each of the following articles? (Answer with a precisely and concisely written sentence or two.)

   (a) “Managing Semi-Structured Data”
   (b) “Beyond Relational Databases”
   (c) “Principles of Dataspaces Systems”

3. Can you envision how some or the material in the Cafarella presentation or in the three articles above could apply to a career in computer science (or, for that matter, a career not in computer science)? You should be able to see applications to a variety of careers from application programming for some business/organization, through product development for a company such as Microsoft, to an academic research career, or even to a non-CS career such as law, medicine, or a family caretaker. Pick a career you are likely to pursue in your future, and then say what your chosen career is and describe how the material in the Cafarella presentation or in the articles could apply to your envisioned job. (Answer with a well written paragraph of a half dozen sentences or so.)